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Identifying specific risk factors in the preoperative assessment of 
paediatric surgical patients will inform improved decision making 
by surgeons and anaesthetists. Understanding these factors allows 
for an improved awareness during perioperative decision making 
and parental counselling and consent. Resources can be efficiently 
allocated[5] and high-risk patients rather transferred to centres that 
have an ICU available and sufficient expertise to manage them. This 
forward planning is especially important in lower-income settings 
where judicious use of resources is required.[6] We conducted a 
systematic review of published literature to synthesise the information 
from studies that explore the risk factors associated with unplanned 
ICU admissions following surgery in children.

Methods
Registration and reporting
This systematic review was registered with PROSPERO, registration 
CRD42020163766. A human research ethics committee waiver 
(W-CP-191108-2) from the University of the Witwatersrand was 
obtained. The protocol established adheres to the Preferred Reporting 
of Observational Studies and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement.[7] 
A PRISMA flow diagram of the study is presented in Fig. 1.

Database search
We conducted a search of the PubMed and Scopus medical databases. 
The PubMed search strategy is outlined in Table  1. The search was 
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Contribution of the study
Unplanned admissions to the intensive care unit (ICU) have been acknowledged as an overall marker of safety.[1] Awareness of this concept has 
encouraged research to determine the incidence and risk factors of these occurrences. This research has been interrogated in a systematic review 
process with beneficial conclusions drawn; however, these studies included adults and non-surgical patients.[2-4] To date, we have not been able to 
find a systematic review addressing the risk factors associated with unplanned ICU admissions in paediatric surgical patients.
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performed independently by two authors (SE 
and PNM) on 17 and 19  July 2020 and was 
repeated on 24 October 2021, and included all 
papers to that date.

Our search strategy was based on the 
following PECO framework:
• Population: paediatric surgical patients
• Exposure: risk factors
• Comparator: other
• Outcome: unplanned ICU admission.

The eligibility criteria were publications that 
reported on risk factors of unplanned ICU 
admission, cohort and case control studies, 
and population including paediatric patients 
only (age ≤18 years). Ineligibility criteria were 
non-English studies, duplicate studies and 
studies with insufficient data that could not be 
obtained after communicating with authors.

Data collection
The search results were exported into 
Endnote, then transferred to Microsoft 
Excel for data management. Duplicates were 
removed from the spreadsheet. SE and PNM 
independently screened each abstract for 
eligibility according to the abovementioned 
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Where there 
was uncertainty about articles for inclusion, 
this was resolved with input from other 
reviewers (YM and PMC). Additionally, we 
performed a hand-search from the reference 
lists of eligible manuscripts to identify other 
relevant papers which might have been 
missed during the search of the PubMed and 
Scopus electronic databases.

Quality assessment
A full text review of eligible papers was done 
to assess study quality. This was assessed with 
the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale, the results of 
which are shown in Table 2. A score ≥7 points 
was used as a threshold to identify studies of 
good quality. All eligible studies were included 
in our final systematic review, irrespective of 
their quality assessment finding.

Data extraction
Data extracted from each study included 
geographical location, study design, sample 
size, whether single or multicentre, type 
of surgery and significant risk factors for 
unplanned ICU admission.

Data analysis
Descriptive statistical methods, specifically 
determining frequencies and percentages, and 
univariate analyses were used to establish the 

most common risk factors from all the eligible 
papers. No meta-analysis was performed.

Results
The results of the literature search of PubMed 
and Scopus are illustrated in Fig. 1. The search 
produced 760 papers, of which 225 were 
duplicates. The title and abstracts reviewed 
independently by SE and PNM yielded 10 
full-text articles for review. The reasons for 
exclusion of 525 abstracts are depicted in the 
PRISMA flow diagram (Fig.  1). Following 
screening of the reference lists of all full-text 
manuscripts, a potential paper was found but 

was not included after full-text review, as 
the study included patients aged more than 
18. Expert consultation was sought during 
the data collection process and attention 
was brought to an additional article of 
relevance.[8] This systematic review therefore 
includes seven papers for analysis, with a total 
of 348 567 patients.

Four studies were of good quality, with a 
Newcastle-Ottawa Scale score ≥7 points 
(Table 2).[8-11] The characteristics of the studies 
are shown in Table  3. Six of the seven studies 
were from high-income countries and all were 
retrospective in nature.

Table 1. PubMed† search strategy
Query MeSH term/phrases
Population
Paediatric surgical patients

Paediatric* [Title/Abstract], Pediatrics [MeSH], Pediatric* 
[Title/Abstract], Child* [Title/Abstract], Child [MeSH], 
Infant* [Title/Abstract], Neonat* [Title/Abstract], 
Newborn* [Title/Abstract], Adolescen* [Title/Abstract]
‘following surgery’ [Title/Abstract], Perioperative period 
[MeSH], Postoperative period [MeSH], Perioperative* 
[Title/Abstract], Postoperative* [Title/Abstract], ‘after 
surgery’ [Title/Abstract], ‘after anaesthesia’ [Title/Abstract], 
‘after anesthesia’ [Title/Abstract], ‘anaesthesia-related’ 
[Title/Abstract], ‘anesthesia-related’ [Title/Abstract], ‘post 
surgery’ [Title/Abstract], surg* [Title/Abstract]

Exposure
Risk factors

‘Risk factor*’ [Title/Abstract], Risk factors [MeSH], Risk* 
[Title/Abstract], Hazard* [Title/Abstract], Odds [Title/
Abstract], Predict* [Title/Abstract], Likel* [Title/Abstract], 
Associat* [Title/Abstract], High* [Title/Abstract], Increas* 
[Title/Abstract], Factor* [Title/Abstract]

Outcome
Unplanned ICU admission

Unplanned [Title/Abstract], Unscheduled [Title/Abstract], 
Unintended [Title/Abstract], Unintentional [Title/
Abstract], Incidental [Title/Abstract], Unexpected [Title/
Abstract], Unbooked [Title/Abstract], Unanticipated [Title/
Abstract] 
ICU [Title/Abstract], Intensive care unit [MeSH], ‘Intensive 
care’ [Title/Abstract], ‘High dependency’ [Title/Abstract], 
‘Critical care’ [Title/Abstract], ‘High care’ [Title/Abstract], 
CCU [Title/Abstract], PICU [Title/Abstract], ‘Critical 
illness*’ [Title/Abstract], Critical illness [MeSH], ‘Acute 
illness*’ [Title/Abstract], ‘Acute disease*’ [Title/Abstract], 
Acute disease [MeSH], ‘Catastrophic illness*’ [Title/
Abstract], Catastrophic illness [MeSH], ‘critical incident*’ 
[Title/Abstract], ‘critical event*’ [Title/Abstract]

MeSH = medical subject heading.
†Scopus search was performed using the keywords from the [Title/Abstract] searches of the PubMed strategy.

Table 2. Newcastle-Ottawa Scale quality assessment scores

Author (year) Selection Comparability Outcome
Overall  
score

Good study 
quality?

Tweedie et al. (2012)[10] 3 1 3 7 Yes
Da Silva et al. (2013)[13] 3 1 2 6 No
Landry et al. (2017)[14] 2 1 3 6 No
Arambula et al. (2018)[12] 4 1 5 No
McHenry et al. (2019)[8] 4 3 7 Yes
Allen et al. (2020)[9] 4 1 3 8 Yes
Nasr et al. (2020)[11] 4 1 2 7 Yes
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The prevalence of unplanned ICU admissions 
ranged from 0.06 - 8.3% with pooled 
prevalence (95% CI) estimates of 2.69% 
(0.05 to 8.6%) (Fig.  2). There was significant 
heterogeneity in the analysis. Three studies 
reported a prevalence of below the pooled 
estimate while three were higher.

Risk factors were extracted from each 
paper and additional univariate analysis 
was performed for individual papers where 
required. Thereafter they were categorised 
into unplanned ICU admissions following 
adenotonsillectomy surgery and those 
following other surgery. Furthermore, these 

were grouped as patient, anaesthetic and 
surgical factors.

Adenotonsillectomy surgery
Patient factors associated with unplanned 
ICU  admissions included abnormal 
sleep studies[9] and the presence of 
comorbidities including cerebral palsy and 
mucopolysaccharidosis.[10] Respiratory 
complications (pulmonary oedema, atelectasis 
and pneumonia), including the need for 
postoperative respiratory support in the form 
of supplemental oxygen or positive pressure, 
were significant anaesthetic-related reasons 
for unplanned ICU admission.[9] Patients who 
spent a longer time in the post-anaesthesia 
care unit (PACU), and who spent a longer time 
requiring supplemental oxygen in the PACU,[12] 
were more likely to undergo an unexpected 
escalation of care to ICU. Length of hospital 
stay was higher in the unplanned ICU cohort 
than among those not admitted to ICU.[12]

Other surgery
Patient factors
The presence of respiratory and airway 
abnormalities [13] was seen as significant risk 
factors in unplanned ICU admissions (Table 4). 
Age <1 year was also found to be a significant 
factor.[14] As part of a composite morbidity 
score validated by Nasr et  al.[11], other factors 
associated with unplanned ICU admission 
included age <5 years, critical illness, chronic 
condition indicator (CCI) ≥3 or significant CCI 
≥2. These factors, along with an ntrinsic surgical 
risk (ISR) of three or four, demonstrated good 
discrimination to predict unplanned ICU 
admission.[11]

 

Fig. 2. Prevalence of unplanned ICU admissions.
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Full-text articles 
assessed for eligibility, 
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study synthesis, 

n=7
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Audits only, n=3
Did not di�erentiate between unplanned and 
planned admissions, n=1

Duplicates removed, 
n=25

Fig. 1. PRISMA data collection.
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Anaesthetic factors and other outcomes
General anaesthesia,[13,14] and weekday and night-shift cases,[14] were 
more likely to have unplanned ICU admissions. Cases performed 
by an attending anaesthesiologist were more likely to be admitted to 
ICU unplanned.[14] One paper found that most of the unplanned ICU 
admissions resulting from an anaesthetic cause were inevitable based on 
the presenting medical condition, but these factors were not reported 
on specifically.[13]

Surgical factors
Two studies found that general paediatric surgery including abdominal 
surgery, and ear, nose and throat (ENT) surgery, resulted in a higher risk 
of unplanned ICU admission.[8,13] Emergency surgery was almost three 
times more likely to result in unplanned ICU admission.[13] Events which 
resulted in unplanned ICU admission were found to be predictable and 
preventable  and included issues related to endotracheal tube care and 
inappropriate intravenous fluid administration.[13] An ISR quartile of 
three or four was found to be significant and included in a morbidity 
score validated by Nasr et al.[11]

Two studies demonstrated that patients in the unplanned ICU 
group required mechanical ventilation and spent a longer time on 
oxygen compared with the planned ICU group.[12,13] Cases longer 
than 60  minutes, and those involving the head, upper abdomen and 
radiological procedures were significant risk factors in this group.[14]

Discussion
In the present study, the prevalence of unplanned ICU admission was 
2.69%. Risk factors associated with unplanned ICU stay were found to 
be patient, surgical and anaesthetic related. Significant patient, surgical 
and anaesthetic risk factors associated with unplanned ICU admission 

reflect similar risk factors of perioperative respiratory adverse events 
and postoperative respiratory complications.[15,16]

During adenotonsillectomy surgery, patient-related risk factors 
included preoperative sleep studies, which demonstrated the presence 
of obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) and sleep-disordered breathing.[9] This 
would be expected as this is one of the primary reasons why patients present 
for surgery. Compared with planned ICU admissions, the unplanned ICU 
group had lower preoperative apnoea-hypopnoea indices (AHIs): again, 
a reflection that patients with a higher severity will be planned to be 
transferred to ICU directly postoperatively for monitoring or support. Also 
specific to adenotonsillectomy surgery was the finding that cerebral palsy 
and mucopolysaccharidoses increased the risk of ICU admission.[10] What 
is notable about these diseases is their chronic nature, the involvement of 
multiple systems and the possibility of airway difficulty, suggesting that in 
these cases ICU admission could potentially have been predicted.

A longer time in the PACU post tonsillectomy, mostly owing to 
desaturation and requiring supplemental oxygen, was found to be 
significant and would indicate the potential need for an escalated level 
of care.[12] This finding may also direct consideration toward introducing 
more high-care units which carry less of a resource burden than an ICU 
bed. At-risk patients who only require closer monitoring and simple 
therapies rather than invasive organ support could be managed in this 
setting for a certain period of time and would obviate the need for 
ICU care.[17]

Patients who required unplanned ICU admission postoperatively were 
found to need respiratory support in the form of supplemental oxygen or 
mechanical ventilation.[12,13] This is in keeping with the fact that the reason 
for ICU admission was commonly respiratory related. Length of stay in 
hospital and duration of mechanical ventilation or oxygen requirement 
was longer even when compared with the planned ICU groups.[12,13] Only 

Table 3. Characteristics of included studies
Author  
(year of publication) Country Study design

Total number of 
patients in study

Unplanned 
ICU group (n)

Number 
of sites Selection bias Surgery type

Tweedie et al. (2012)[10] UK Retrospective 
cohort

1 627 17 Single centre Y Adenotonsillectomy

Da Silva et al. (2013)[13] Brazil Case-control 4 467 28 Single centre Y: patients with 
TBI excluded

No exclusions

Landry et al. (2017)[14] USA Retrospective 
cohort

324 818 211 Multicentre N No exclusions

Arambula et al. (2018)[12] USA Retrospective 
cohort

133 7 Single centre Y: Patients 
with known 
OSA or sleep 
disordered 
breathing

Adenotonsillectomy

McHenry et al. (2019)[8] USA Retrospective 
cohort

460 158 Single centre Y: Trauma 
and weekend 
admissions not 
included

Urology, cardiac and 
orthopaedic procedures 
excluded

Allen et al. (2020)[9] USA Retrospective 
cohort

338 24 Single centre Y: Patients 
with known 
OSA or sleep 
disordered 
breathing

Adenotonsillectomy

Nasr et al. (2020)[11] Canada Retrospective 
cohort

16 724 1 390 Single centre N Most non-cardiac surgery 
(tonsillectomy, strabismus 
surgery excluded)

ICU = intensive care unit; USA = United States of America; UK = United Kingdom; OSA = obstructive sleep apnoea; TBI = traumatic brain injury; Y = Yes; N = No.
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Author Parameter N (%)/median (IQR)/means ± SD UOR (95% CI) p-value

Unplanned ICU Other
Adenotonsillectomy surgery
Tweedie et al.[10]    

Cerebral palsy 3 (18) 50 (3) 6.6 (1.8- 23.6) 0.02
MPS 2 (12) 20 (1) 10.4 (2.2 - 48.7) 0.02

Arambula et al.[12]  
Number of comorbidities 2.1±1.4 0.9±1.1 - 0.01
Pre-operative AHI 6.1±4.8 19.4±17.5 - 0.06
Total PACU time on O2 (min) 176.2±133.5 43.0±57.5 - <0.00
Total PACU time on O2 (%) 76.8±38.6 30.1±29.3 - 0.00
Total PACU time (min) 225.3±121.3 144.5±119.9 - 0.09
Length of hospital admission (days) 4.7±2.8 1.3± 1.4 - <0.00
Days requiring supplemental O2 3.5±2.7 1.2±1.9 - 0.01
% days requiring O2 63.1±34.7 32.9±29.4 - 0.03

Allen et al.[9]

OSA 12 (50) 46 (29) 2.4 (1 - 5.7) 0.05
Sleep study 12 (50) 46 (29) 2.4 (1 - 5.7) 0.05
Hypopneas 38 (40) 7 (21) - 0.01
RDI 12 (16) 6 (5) - 0.03
AHI 7 (18) 2 (3) - 0.01
Respiratory support 21 (88) 12 (8) 84 (21.9 - 322.6) <0.00
Complications 15 (63) 12 (8) 20 (7.3 - 55.2) <0.00

Other surgery
Patient factors
Da Silva et al.[13]

Respiratory tract/airway abnormality 8 (29) 6 (7) 5.5 (1.7 - 17.5) 0.01
Landry et al.[14]

Age: under 1 year/13 - 18 years 71 (0.1) 52 (0.1) 2.3 (1.6 - 3.2) <0.00
ASA PS class: III/I - II 82 (0.2) 113 (0) 4.4 (3.3 - 5.8) <0.00
ASA PS class: IV/I - II 16 (0.2) 113 (0) 4.0 (2.4 - 6.8) <0.00

McHenry et al.[8]

PELOD score 10 (0 - 11) 1 (0 - 10) - <0.01
Presence of disability (VPSDis) - - 3.7 0.01

Nasr et al.[11] RAMPS score*
Anaesthetic factors
Da Silva et al.[13]

General anaesthetic 27 (96) 64 (73) 10.1 (1.3 - 78.7) 0.02
SaO2<90% at any time 10 (36) 8 (9) 5.6 (1.9 - 16.1) 0.00
VCCAMM 1 - 3 24 (86) 24 (27) 16 (5.0 - 50.9) <0.00
VCCAMM 4 - 5 17 (61) 19 (22) 5.6 (2.3 - 14.0) 0.00
Predictable adverse events 10 (36) 13 (15) 3.2 (1.2 - 8.5) 0.03
Preventable adverse events 8 (29) 8 (9) 4 (1.3 - 12.0) 0.02
Mechanical vent + haemodynamic instability 9 (32) 10 (11) 3.7 (1.3 - 10.4) 0.02
Length of mechanical vent (days) 4.5 (3.8 - 9.5) 2 (0.8 - 5) - 0.01

Landry et al.[14]

Other anaesthetic/general anaesthetic 22 (0) 189 (0.1) 0.5 (0.3 - 0.7) <0.00
Attending anaesthetist present/not present 79 (0) 132 (0.1) 0.4 (0.2 - 0.8) 0.01
Weekend cases/weekday cases 14 (0) 197 (0.1) 0.5 (0.3 -0.9) 0.03
After hours shift/day shift 106 (0.1) 105 (0.1) 2.4 (1.8 - 3.1) <0.00

McHenry et al.[8]

PIM-2 score 0.4 (0.2 - 1.1) 0.14 (0.1 - 0.2) - <0.01
Surgical risk factors
Da Silva et al.[13]

Abdominal procedure 15 (54) 27 (31) 2.6 (1.1 - 6.2) 0.05
Emergency surgery 12 (43) 18 (20) 2.9 (1.2 - 7.3) 0.03

Landry et al.[14]

Case duration: 61 - 180 min/<60 min 73 (0.1) 17 (0) 3.9 (3.3 - 5.8) <0.00
Case duration: >180 min/<60 min 30 (0.1) 17 (0) 7.4 (4.1 - 13.4) <0.00

McHenry et al.[8]

ENT - - 1.2 <0.00
General paediatric surgery - - 2.2 <0.00

ICU = intensive care unit; OSA = obstructive sleep apnoea; CI = confidence interval; IQR = interquartile range; SD = standard deviation; UOR = unadjusted odds ratio; RDI = respiratory 
disturbance index; AHI = apnoea-hypopnoea index; MPS = mucopolysaccharidosis; ASA PS = American Society of Anaesthesiologists physical status; PELOD = paediatric logistic organ 
dysfunction; VPSDis = virtual PICU systems disability score; RAMPS = risk assessment of morbidity in paediatric surgery; min = minutes; PACU = post-anaesthetic care unit; vent = 
ventilation; VCCAMM = Victorian Consultative Council on Anaesthetic Mortality and Morbidity; PIM-2 = paediatric index of mortality score-2; ENT = ear, nose and throat.
*RAMPS score with area under the curve (AUC = 0.797; 95% CI 0.786 - 0.808).
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two studies reported mortality outcomes.[10,13] No deaths occurred in the 
unplanned ICU groups. 

In both the general surgery and adenotonsillectomy-specific studies, 
risk factors for unplanned ICU admission included the presence of 
significant comorbidity or disability[8,12,14] and, in the general surgical 
group, younger age.[11,14] Nasr et  al.[11] encompassed these factors in a 
small, single-centre study and validated a composite morbidity score: 
risk assessment of morbidity in paediatric surgery (RAMPS). This score 
included the presence of age less than five, critical illness, and high 
CCI scores. These components, along with an ISR of three or four, 
demonstrated good discrimination to predict unplanned ICU admission, 
but it is prudent to note that the CCI was not specifically designed for 
children[18] and an adapted version was used in this study, resulting in one 
of its limitations.

In the general surgery studies, an association between risk scores and 
unplanned ICU admissions was found, with a higher paediatric index 
of mortality 2 (PIM-2) score, paediatric logistic organ dysfunction 
(PELOD) score, and American Society of Anaesthesiologists (ASA) 
status (III - IV) having a strong association.[8,14] Although a higher 
ASA status by definition suggests organ dysfunction and functional 
limitation, this tool may be less reliable in paediatrics.[19] The PIM-2 and 
PELOD scores are used in the ICU setting to indicate disease severity 
and predict mortality.[20] While an association was found between these 
scores and unplanned ICU admissions, they would not be suitable  in 
formulating a risk-prediction model for unplanned ICU admissions 
owing to their retrospective application.

Postoperative pulmonary complications have been well described 
and defined in adults, but this is lacking in the paediatric 
population.[16] Risk scores in adults highlight the strong association 
between upper abdominal surgery and a higher risk of postoperative 
pulmonary complications.[21] Abdominal procedures alone can cause 
fluid and blood loss, electrolyte disturbances which may have been 
present preoperatively, hypothermia and postoperative respiratory 
complications.[22] Poorly managed pain, which is not an uncommon 
occurrence in paediatrics,[23] can also result in splinting and 
worsen postoperative respiratory function. Da Silva et  al.[13] found 
that inappropriate fluid management in the emergency abdominal 
procedures was one of the reasons for a preventable event.An increased 
length of surgery of more than 60 minutes was found to be significant, 
and can relate to technical difficulties of the surgery itself, and the 
required increased complexity of the anaesthetic.[14]

Another surgical factor increasing risk of unplanned ICU admission 
was ENT surgery. [8,14] The fact that three of the seven studies included in 
our review were conducted on children undergoing adenotonsillectomy 
surgery only, reflects the high-risk nature of this group. In these studies, 
most patients who required ICU postoperatively were planned.[9,10,12] 
This is not unsurprising, as patients who present for this type of surgery 
may already require planned ICU care postoperatively[24] based on the 
associated issues of existing comorbidities and the pathophysiological 
effects of chronic upper airway obstruction.[25] One of the most 
frequent complications post adenotonsillectomy surgery is respiratory 
compromise[26] and carries the highest incidence of laryngospasm alone. 
Together with the possibility of recent or current respiratory tract 
infections, the concerns of a shared airway, the danger of postoperative 
bleeding, and the chronic effects of their pathology make children 
presenting for this type of surgery a vulnerable group.[27] These patients 
may also present with recent respiratory tract infections, thus increasing 
their risk.[27]

General anaesthesia compared with monitored anaesthesia care, and 
neuraxial or regional anaesthesia, carried a higher risk of unplanned 
admissions. [13,14] Perioperative respiratory events are higher under 
general anaesthesia,[15] and can be due to the effects of airway 
manipulation, invasive ventilation, atelectasis and the effects of 
neuromuscular blocking agents and opioids on the respiratory system. 
Intraoperative hypoxia was also found to be a significant contributor 
to unplanned ICU admission.[13] This is a reflection of respiratory 
events ranging from simple atelectasis to more serious issues such as 
broncho- or laryngospasm, pulmonary oedema and aspiration. Causes 
of hypoxia were bronchoaspiration, pulmonary oedema, respiratory 
depression, difficult intubation, accidental extubation and endotracheal 
tube obstruction.[13]

Radiological procedures were also important risk factors for unplanned 
ICU admissions, specifically magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the 
brain.[14] Patients presenting for MRI may have significant pathology 
or systemic disease warranting the need for special investigation 
(e.g. tumours, cerebral palsy, uncontrolled seizures)[28] and, coupled with 
the added difficulty of practice in a remote anaesthesia setting, this may 
lead to unanticipated complications. These patients are often treated on 
an outpatient basis.

Unanticipated ICU admissions were also higher on weekdays as 
opposed to weekends.[14] This could be explained by the fact that 
elective surgery and complicated cases usually occur in the week, when 
specialist expertise is readily available. It may also be due to the fact 
that children presenting for emergency cases would be physiologically 
unwell and ICU would have been pre-empted; the volume of cases over 
the weekend would also be expected to be much lower than during the 
week, as noted by Landry et  al.[14] Unplanned ICU admissions after 
hours can cause significant strain on systems running on fewer staff, 
and will result in adverse resource consequences from the increased 
financial cost. This finding of higher unplanned ICU admissions on 
weekdays may be vastly different in low- and middle-income countries 
where the pressure of emergencies is greater due to the burden of 
injuries [29] and delayed presentation of disease.[30]

Landry et al.[14] also examined a range of facility types in all regions 
of the USA, and were able to make resource comparisons. Cases in 
the Midwest carried an increased risk of unplanned ICU admissions: 
the possible explanation was that they are more resource conservative 
regarding the use of ICU.[14] If this is the case, it can be extrapolated 
that unplanned ICU admissions may be increased in countries where 
resources are constrained, as observed in the study by Da Silva et al.,[13] 
and ICU bed availability is limited, thus leading to procedures being 
performed without a confirmed ICU booking. However, more research 
is required in this area.

The ICU, as a scarce resource in all countries, requires judicious 
management.[5] Needless admission and overuse of beds post surgery 
can result in the unnecessary use of sedation or restraints, invasive 
procedures, exposure to resistant organisms as well as sleep disruption 
and parental separation causing added patient anxiety.[31] These 
consequences need to be weighed against the under-triage of patients 
who risk substantial morbidity and mortality from a reduced level of 
care postoperatively. Decision making around ICU bed requirement is 
a complex interplay of multiple considerations.[32] Some of these include 
patient factors, bed availability in light of emergency admissions, and 
the repercussions of surgery postponement where there is substantial 
pressure of surgical backlogs: this especially in the era of the COVID-19 
pandemic.[33] The parties involved around decision making were not 
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mentioned in the studies included in this review, but it should be a 
multidisciplinary discussion among anaesthetists, surgeons and intensivists 
to maximise the strength of the verdict.

Numerous scoring systems have been created and adapted over the 
years,[34,35] with the aim of assisting practice through perioperative risk 
stratification. While risk scores have been developed to predict paediatric 
mortality[36] and increased perioperative risk,[37] no formal model exists to 
anticipate the specific need of critical care services in the postoperative 
period. Nasr et  al.[11] have started addressing this need by validating a 
score to predict postoperative morbidity of which part of the outcomes 
include unplanned ICU admission. While there is not enough evidence 
from this systematic review to establish a scoring system for escalated care 
in paediatric surgical patients, knowledge of the identified risk factors can 
nevertheless guide decision making in the perioperative period. Rather 
than using the risk factors of unplanned ICU admissions individually, a 
combination of these factors may direct planning toward anticipation of the 
need for a higher level of postoperative care. Future research into this topic 
will also be assisted through efficient data collection based on these factors.

Study limitations
Our systematic review had some limitations. Owing to the paucity of 
papers found and the heterogeneity of the data, we could not proceed 
to a meta-analysis. The final articles included for review were all 
retrospective and had vastly varying methodologies. The studies had 
diverse selection criteria of cohorts and comparisons, differing definitions 
of an unplanned ICU admission, and different data extracted as 
considered relevant. This made it difficult to make suitable comparisons 
and broad conclusions for this research question. While some studies 
were large[14] and of good-quality data and analysis,[8-11] it was difficult to 
fully extrapolate the findings to a global context, given that influences of 
varying healthcare settings may affect findings very differently.

Conclusion
Identifying the risk factors associated with unplanned ICU admissions 
has given us more insight into which patients will require more attention, 
preparation and advanced care. While at-risk patients should not be 
overlooked, unnecessary admission to an ICU can also be harmful[31] 
and is a poor use of a scarce resource, and the two ends of the spectrum 
need to be balanced. In countries where patient load is high and 
where resources do not meet this demand, theatre efficiency is always 
optimised by better planning. While the present review has outlined 
significant patient, surgical and anaesthetic risk factors associated with 
unplanned ICU admission in children, further studies will be required 
to afford development of a risk stratification tool in the future.
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